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LAGO SPELLCHECK

Many companies face the challenge of creating and maintaining advertising copy in the  highest pos-
sible quality for various sales channels. Whenever several users are working in one system, it can be 
especially difficult to maintain a consistently high text quality without errors in style and accuracy 
occurring. Give your copywriters and editors the right tool to ensure that your in-house terminology 
and standards are always spelled the same way. To meet this challenge, Comosoft now introduces 
LAGO SpellCheck, which gives you the means to provide higher quality content at every step of the 
process. If terms or defined words are not spelled correctly, they are highlighted for the user and a 
correction is proposed that can be used directly in the text editor.

LAGO Dictionary

In addition to a standard check, you can also integrate special words from the industry, your company, or trade lingo, 
such as e.g. abbreviations, through LAGO Dictionary. To make it even easier for your users, these words are added to 
the list and checked. Simply click the missing word and add it to the dictionary using the command „Learn word“ or 
remove it from the dictionary by using the function „Remove from dictionary“.

To use these functions, you need to authorize the command „Manage dictionaries“ which can be found in the list of 
user roles under rights management.

Global dictionary instead of local chaos

Unlike Word, LAGO uses a global dictionary stored on the server, which is available to all users. A global dictionary 
puts an end to the different ways of spelling specific words since all users will work on the same database.

List of Features

Check the correctness of copy

Color highlighting of misspelled words

Proposed text changes

Saving of additional words in the dictionary

Global dictionary

Authorized editing of the dictionary

SpellCheck with central dictionary
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